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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present an improved concept for building a complex robotics system with human-robot interaction capabilities. Qutie is a multi-functional robot designed and built in the Robotics Group at the University of Oulu. Qutie’s applications include guiding in public places, demonstrating a laboratory and surveillance. Operating with humans requires more natural ways of interacting. In addition to spoken dialogs, consisting of speech recognition and synthesizing, we have incorporated different ways of passing information to the robot, activating operation and describing tasks. This includes, for example, tactile sensors on the robot's body, machine vision for detecting human faces and gestures. The operation of the robot was demonstrated successfully at the IST2006 conference, and Qutie is operating as a guide in our laboratory.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the last couple of years, the number of interactive robots has in both the toy industry and in service applications has increased significantly. From the point of view of the man in the street, robots are no longer only laborers in a factory. Robots can be found cleaning homes and public places (e.g. Electrolux’s Trilobite) [9], cutting grass (e.g. Electrolux’s Automower) and amusing people with humanlike gestures. One can say that these robots have even somehow come into vogue. Different kinds of toy robots can already be found in most stores that sell toys or domestic appliances. There are also more complex robots available for ordinary people: a Japanese company is renting a guide robot, Ubiko [10], for events. Ubiko is controlled by voice and responds quickly to user commands, as well. Its main tasks are welcoming guests and promoting products.

The growing robot markets require more and more new features from robots. People’s expectations of the capabilities of robots in stores are not high. To get people interested in buying robots and using them in everyday life, robots will have to get more functionalities.

As a starting point for interactive robot -studies, several aspects can be taken into account. For example, is the robot a tool for something or should it act as a companion for people. Often people also expect a robot to be smart or even somehow clever. Most expectations are based on Sci-Fi, but topmost it can be seen that people want their robots to somehow be individuals, that is, robots should have some kind of personality and habits of their own.

In seeking at solution for the complex problem involving workable Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), it is easiest to start from the robot’s side. An example is Kismet[4], which is designed to make friend and influence people by using physical methods. Breazeal and Scassellati write that “the robot must make the human believe that it has beliefs, desires, and intentions”. The idea that the robot must convince the human of having deeper intentions is making HRI -designing easier. The researcher can trust that if we concentrate on making the robot’s appearance and gestures believable enough, human nature will do the rest. This is based on the human capability of adapting to new things.

Qutie is a multi-functional robot designed and built in the Robotics Group at the University of Oulu. Human expectations have been a starting point in developing Qutie (Figure 1) to be more human-friendly. Communication between the user and the robot is based on more natural ways of passing information, e.g. touch, recognition of gestures and finding a human face. Primitive ways of communicating, are suited to all users, whether they are children or adults.
This article introduces the main features of the latest version of Qutie. Chapter 2 introduces the robot’s hardware, design and electronics. The modularity of the system is also described within the framework of the development of the robot. The theory of the software architecture is explained in chapter 3. This chapter also includes information about the tools used in the project (QT library, machine vision methods and speech synthesizing). Chapter 4 introduces the robot in action, also including the first experiences with performance and some future development plans. Finally, some conclusions on the design work are briefly discussed.

2. QUTIE, MULTI-FUNCTIONAL ROBOTIC PLATFORM

Building a complex robot -system is often a time- and resource-consuming process. Designing the mechanics, electronics and appearance takes time and all this delays the making of the content, which is software. Using modular methods to implement the electronics and software of a robot shifts the balance of the whole robot project to content-making rather than making the base. This kind of modular robot construction might be the key to taking robots to the next, more intelligent, level. In this paper we present a concept for mobilizing a modular and multi-functional robot in the real world.

2.1. Concept

The framework for the interactive and friendly Qutie, consists of three basic points: Regulating units, the appearance of the robot and the software architecture used in the robot. With the help of regulating units and the friendly appearance, we have built a robot that gets people interested in interacting with the system. The modularity of the system helps us to expand and modify the system for development or even for completely new tasks (e.g. surveillance). Modularity is implemented on both the software (Property System Architecture, PSA) and the electronics (Atom i-modules) level, and it is described in Chapter 2.4. The concept of the multi-functional, modular and interactive robot -system is shown in Figure 2. The Human-Robot interface is implemented using Skype, machine vision and a touch-sensitive EMFi -layer, which are all also shown in Figure 2.

2.2. Hardware

Qutie is a 110 cm high mobile robot with a 3-DOF head. The robot is equipped with, among other things, a firewire -camera in its head and a laser -sensor on the front side. Communication between the robot and the user can be handled with speakers, a belly screen, touch sensors or machine vision methods. Qutie also has a removable fur skin to make the fiberglass chassis softer and more comfortable to touch.
The design of the present Qutie was chosen from several different alternatives. The reasons for choosing this particular model were mostly its playful appearance and shape for potential future development. To make people regard a robot as a playful and human-friendly thing, the robot must not only look nice but also act and sound nice. This makes the robot easy to approach for a human. We improved the original design with eyes that are equipped with servos for movement and RGB leds that show different colors. With the help of adjustable eyes and two antennas on top of the robot’s head, Qutie can show three basic moods; sad, happy and angry. These three basic emotions offer a good base for creating a personality for the robot.

2.4. Modularity

As mentioned earlier, modularity makes the development process faster and easier. One of the early goals in the Qutie project has been research on modular methods for building complex mechatronic systems [2]. Modularity is important for several reasons, but most of all, it makes expansion and modification possible by changing the configuration of modules instead of the complete system. In a laboratory environment, modularity also offers advantages in the reusability and maintainability of system modules. Modules can be recycled into other projects and if a module is malfunctioning, only the one in question needs to be replaced. Modularity in the Qutie robot is based on two major items: the Atomi concept and Property service. The Property service architecture is presented in section 3 with a description of the software. The rapid system development and prototyping inspired our laboratory to develop an object-oriented embedded system development method, which is based on small embedded objects called Atomis [2]. In brief, Atomis are electronic boards that consist of sensor circuits, actuator drivers, or other functionalities. The Atomi concept contains several modules that all have a specific task on the board. The boards can be stacked together to build up whole systems. The boards are interconnected through a simple field bus that is extended with a common voltage supply line, and this interconnection is connected to the computer via USB. In Qutie we have Atomis in three different places, with altogether six different Atomi-modules. The modules can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Atomi modules of the Qutie robot. The Atomi-modules are interconnected and connected to the computer via USB.

From previous work [2], several improvements have been made by changing the Atomis to more reliable Atomi v2 versions [5]. The configurations of the Atomis have also been changed, so that now we have 3 different Atomi Objects, for the head, the neck and the base of the robot.

2.5. Development

The Qutie robot has gone through a long development phase. Most of the improvements compared with the original version [1] are related to updating the technical equipment of the robot, for example the computer, camera and electronics. There have been several updating rounds, like replacing the original single-board computer of the Scout, running at 200MHz, with an 800MHz Pentium 3 Single-Board computer. Later on the computer has been updated to a 2.0 GHz dual-core processor with an Intel T2500 core. This improves performance and provides the possibility to implement advanced machine vision algorithms onboard.

The biggest development in the robot has been updating of the robots head from a 2-DOF (with stepper motors) to a 2-DOF servo-driven neck mechanism. This rearrangement has made many new things possible, especially regarding the machine vision system and overall interaction with the surroundings. The machine vision system use a FireWire camera instead of the earlier low-cost USB camera. This makes different kinds of recognition methods more efficient in the HRI region and brings a dramatic improvement to picture quality. Interaction between the human and the robot has itself become the most important task for future planning. To rationalize the HRI, a touch-sensitive EMFi-layer [6] has been deployed on the robot’s body surface.

3. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Qutie contains several operating units which all need software for operating. Adding functionalities into the robot -systems after the first version may become critical if the structure of the system is not planned systematically enough from the beginning. The complexity of Qutie and the possibility of extension are handled with dynamic and modular software architecture [7]. This architecture is called Property Service. Property Service Architecture provides several types of architectures for the software. In Qutie, hybrid architecture containing fully reactive and sequential parts has been used. This is discussed more in Chapter 3.2

3.1. Property Service

Property Service Architecture (PSA) [2] is based on the specific architecture of the system, where each device (e.g. servos, laser and driving motors) provides a service.
Each service contains a set of properties, including features, configuration and functionalities related to the device. PSA provides a simple interface for setting and getting different values of the device and for activating the operation of the device. Each device contains a set of properties that can be "get" and "set". PSA is used for communication between processes, and for remote operation of the robot. PSA also provides interfaces for implementation of distributed systems [7], where services are distributed among different machines. It has been successfully used, e.g. in remote operation of heterogeneous robots and operation of Robot Swarm operation [8]. The architecture also provides several higher -level control services, and abstract data storages. In this work, PSA is mainly used for communication between processes inside the robot.

Each device of the robot can be used through the PSA interface. In Qutie, each Atomi provides a set of functionalities, and PSA combines these into a service. As Atomi modules can be attached during operation, new devices and their properties show up on the list of properties of the service immediately. This way, the configuration of the robot can be changed during operation.

The advantages of the Property Service lie in both modularity and the abstraction level of information. Different robots can be used with the same higher level control software. For example, commanding the robot to "move one meter forward" has the same effect regardless of the robot’s size or whether it uses wheels or legs for moving. In Qutie’s case, with the help of Property Service, other kinds of robots can be operated with the developed methods, as long as their architecture is based on Property Service Architecture. Figure 5 shows a simple example of set - and get -commands in Property Service.

```
set mood happy
set movement.target (10 10 0)
get movement
get location
```

Figure 5. Set - and get -commands in PSA.

### 3.2. QT

QT [11] is a C++ class library for developing applications. QT includes hundreds of ready-made classes based on various design patterns. The robot’s architecture is a hybrid architecture containing reactive and sequential parts. The software in the robot has been implemented using C++ and a QT library. Probably the most useful pattern is the Signal-Slot concept, where class outputs and inputs can be connected and disconnected during operation. In Qutie, this is used to define reactions to certain inputs. For example, a sensor value is emitted to an actuator control slot. Signals and slots provide an easy way to create reactive functionalities for a robot. The sources and targets of signals can also be either lower -level connections, like sensors and actuators, or higher -level methods, like emotion stimulations, control algorithm parameters, etc. For example, we can connect an EMFi -sensor output signal to an emotion stimulation slot, so that each pressure change stimulates the robot's mood. An example of the connect signal is presented in Figure 6.

```
connect (comm, SIGNAL( ad1(float) ),
emotions, SLOT( stimulateHappiness(float))
```

Figure 6. Connect-signal in QT

### 3.3. Machine vision

An essential part of the robots architecture is the machine vision module: Qutie has a multipurpose vision system onboard. Several basic algorithms have been implemented to provide the possibility to detect both humans and several objects. The vision system includes face detection, shape detection, color detection and texture detection. Each method provides an output in a unified format called markers, which are used in higher -level controls. A marker is a tracking unit/structure that contains location and detected features. For example, the robot sees a ball and the vision system produces a marker for the ball, including its estimated location and detected features of its color and shape. The features are used for simple classification of targets and as an aid in human interaction. Similarly, face detection gives a marker that tracks a human.

### 3.4. Belly screen

In addition to visualization of the vision system, the robot can show different kinds of information on the screen. The user interface of the software contains a Widget for showing symbols and text on the screen. The color and background of this full screen view can be set according the information shown. Commonly used colors emphasize messages. For example, for urgent messages, the background can be set to Red and use blinking symbols.

### 3.5. Speech synthesizing

Speech is one of the most natural ways to affect the surroundings. The development of the speech system in Qutie is still in the beginning, but the first results can already be given. The robot’s software contains a simplified dialog system (shown in Figure 7). Qutie uses a few predefined commands and responses, which have been given to the dialog module. The dialog module contains simple subject detection and parameter extraction from predefined forms of sentences.

We have also implemented a Skype interface to provide a simplified telepresence. A remote user can call Qutie’s Skype -account and use Skype -chat to control the robot with textual commands. The dialog also uses several commonly used emotions (like smileys ":)" and ":(") and changes the robot’s expressions accordingly. Different detected parameters can be connected to the rest.
of the software system using signals and slots. A remote operator can, for example, send a sequence of several property calls through chat to create complex operations. This can be used to produce an output text. The latest Skype-version also provides a video phone feature, but it is not available on Linux-Skype yet. Later, it will provide the possibility to use Qutie as a mobile video phone, also.

4. QUTIE IN ACTION

In Qutie, we have already tested a few methods for solving problems like navigating in an environment, getting information through sensors (touch-sensors, laser) and of course, getting the system to work together with modularity (electronic, computer and software). Expanding the system has also been tested successfully by adding more sensors to the system.

4.1. Qutie, friendly guide robot

The first real task for Qutie, after the building phase, is giving guided tours in the Robotics laboratory at the University of Oulu. In Brief the guiding-task includes four main parts; Moving, talking, sensing touch and using machine vision to detect obstacles and human-faces. The guiding task offers a challenging field for developing the robot. There are several problems to solve: How to make the robots information delivery clear enough to be understood by humans? How to make the presentation more colorful (Only monotone speech would make the presentation very dull)? These kinds of concerns make the guiding-robot task not only a technical, but also a psychological issue.

Building a guiding robot started from the idea of developing a robot for presenting the Robotics laboratory of the University of Oulu. There are many visitors in the laboratory all year round, and people come to see and hear about robots and research work in robotics. The idea of making a robot to do the presentation work made sense, but it also offered a great opportunity to do research on people’s expectations and thoughts about robots.

4.2. First public performance

Qutie has already done some public performances. The first and biggest event for Qutie was the European’s Information Society’s IST-event on 21.-23.11. 2006, which was held in Helsinki [12]. Qutie was part of an exhibition for Oulu Visions (Robotics Group and Machine Vision Group), and it played a noticeable role in the middle of the exhibition area. Qutie demonstrated its machine vision system and talked to visitors walking by. The IST-event showed that people are really interested in robots and they are really open to having robots in different areas of society. The event was also very challenging, because the lighting of the showground consisted of bright lights in various colors (green, pink, orange). The difficult lighting disturbed the face tracking of the machine vision system. The loud background noise also made it difficult to hear what the robot said.

5. CONCLUSION

Qutie has been upgraded from its earlier version. It contains more features and sensors for making the operation of the robot more efficient. The first public performances have been made and they have given lots of feedback from to the project.

Several tests with different configurations of the robot have been made. The modularity needed to expand the system has been tested by adding components during the project (servos for antennas and extra EMFi-layers). People’s expectations of robots are often related to appearance: Interaction skills should correspond to the appearance of the robot. If a robot’s appearance is very human-like, it should also be able to communicate like a human. If a robot looks very playful, it makes sense that the robot also acts like it.

A dialog subsystem provides easily expandable textual and spoken interaction. Using Skype API, we provide a commonly used way to remotely operate the robot without a need to install other software on the remote machine. One of the advantages of Skype is also that it has been designed for use through firewalls, and therefore is easier to use and connect.
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